depending on their in situ summer survival (Dégremont et al, 2003) one relevant approach = analyzing phenotype differences between Resistant & Sensitive progenies
Aim of the present study Aim of the present study clones always differentially expressed between R and S in the field when mortality was observed
4
Only 4 SSH clones were Only 4 SSH clones were always differentially always differentially expressed between R and S in the field expressed between R and S in the field THIRD STEP: functional analysis of candidate THIRD STEP: functional analysis of candidate genes (in progress…) genes (in progress…)
Hypothesis: a greater capability to rapidly recruit phagocytes towards infected muscle for tissue regeneration and defense in R compared to S oysters (might correspond to the observed decrease of precerebellin mRNA level in R gonad)
However, R & S progeny suffered a high mortality rate in response to bacterial injection (≈ 75%)
Precerebellin mRNA level in gonad after seawater and Vibrio injection into R & S oysters this work = the first step towards elucidating the physiological and genetic basis of summer survival of R and S selected progeny towards high throughput technology (microarray) to identify the temporal steps leading to summer mortality and to sort main effects of the environmental factors from the genes suggested to operate differentially between S and R progeny, our data suggest 4 clones as possible starting points for further research functional exploration (spatio-temporal expression,…) mapping analysis to look for QTLs associated to summer survival Conclusion & perspectives Conclusion & perspectives 
